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In biobanks, a broader model of consent is often used and justified by a range of different strategies that make

reference to the potential benefits brought by the research it will facilitate combined with the low level of risk

involved (provided adequate measures are in place to protect privacy and confidentiality) or a questioning of

the centrality of the notion of informed consent. Against this, it has been suggested that the lack of specific

information about particular uses of the samples means that such consent cannot be fully autonomous and so is

unethical. My answer to the title question is a definite ‘yes’. Broad consent can be informed consent and is

justified by appeal to the principle of respect for autonomy. Indeed, I will suggest that the distinction between

the various kinds of consent is not a distinction between kinds of consent but between the kinds of choice

a person makes. When an individual makes a choice (of any kind) it is important that they do so according

to the standards of informed consent and consistent with the choice that they are making.

Can Broad Consent be Informed

Consent?

On the face of it biobanks offer a great deal of hope

for the future progress of medical science (Oosterhuis

et al., 2003; Hansson et al., 2006; Helgesson et al. 2007;

Christensen, 2009). As repositories for various kinds of

human biological collections, they can contain a broad

range of material including DNA, tissue, tumour

samples or blood. They are also likely to include

linked clinical and/or phenotypic data on the donors

of the samples so that the potential for useful,

patient-related research is maximized. Though their

specific purposes can vary widely the broad point of

biobanks is to house and facilitate on-going research

on samples that have already been collected. If the

potential that is claimed for them is to be realised,

biobanks need to be organized in such a way that their

promise has the best chance of being fulfilled and that

the individual rights and choices of the research partici-

pants are respected as much as is possible. A good deal of

this respect is shaped at the point of entry to the biobank

in the form of the consent process.

Most easily, when we think of informed consent to

participate in research we imagine being very specific

about the nature of the research and of the participant’s

involvement in it.1 This involves providing specific

information about the nature of the research, who will

be conducting it and what the specific anticipated

outputs are. Quite clearly, however, this model of

specific consent runs counter to the aims of broad,

future-oriented collaborative research that might form

part of the purpose of a biobank. In biobanks, a broader

model of consent is often used and/or justified by a

range of different strategies which make reference to

the potential benefits brought by the research it will

facilitate combined with the low level of risk involved

(provided adequate measures are in place to protect

privacy and confidentiality) or a questioning of the

centrality of the notion of informed consent (Eriksson

and Helgesson, 2005; Barr, 2006; Brekke and Sirnes,

2006; Hansson et al., 2006; Helgesson et al., 2007;

Helgesson, 2008; Caulfield and Weijer, 2009; Otlowski,

2009; Hoppe, 2011). Against this, it has been suggested

that the lack of specific information about particular

uses of the samples means that such consent cannot be

fully autonomous and so is unethical (Caulfield et al.,

2003; Arnason, 2004; Hofmann, 2008, 2009; Hofmann

et al., 2009).

My answer to the title question is a definite ‘yes’.

Broad consent can be informed consent and is justified

by appeal to the principle of respect for autonomy.

Indeed, I will suggest that the distinction between the

various kinds of consent (broad, narrow/specific and

open/blanket) is not a distinction between kinds of

consent but between the kinds of choice a person
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makes. When an individual makes a choice (of any kind)

it is important that they do so according to the standards

of informed consent and consistent with the choice that

they are making.

The plan in what follows is to first get clear about the

concepts at issue. In this respect, I give an account of

what I mean by broad consent as it applies in the context

of biobanks. I will also give a brief account of the nature

of informed consent and its ethical justification.

This part of the article will cover familiar terrain but

will highlight those aspects of these concepts that are

relevant to the question at hand. The second part of

the article considers the scope of decisions that we

might legitimately—that is, autonomously—make

with specific reference to an example that is analogous

to broad consent in the biobank context. The third part

of the article considers arguments about the right to

genetic ignorance. If, as some have argued, there is no

right to genetic ignorance—there is no right not to

know—this might be used to undermine the ethical

legitimacy of broad consent. In the final part of the

article, I will consider two objections to my position.

The Nature of Broad Consent

Here, I will understand broad consent to encapsulate

consent to a range of different kind of conditions.

Perhaps the clearest and most distinct of these is

consent to a particular kind of governance arrangement

(Arnason, 2004; Kaye, 2004; Knoppers, 2005; Rothstein,

2005; Hansson, 2006; Wendler, 2006; Laurie, 2009;

Hunter and Laurie, 2009). That is, when an individual

gives ‘broad consent’ to the use of their sample or data in

future research they are giving permission for someone

else, usually in the form of the governing body of the

biobank, to decide how to use that sample or data.

Broad consent though can cover and include other

elements besides consent to governance. Consent to

governance is an important element to include in an

account of broad consent because it helps us to isolate

the kind of decisions involved. Other features that we

might include here are an account of a general program

of research, an account of the general goals of research

or an account of the institutional values and aspirations

of the biobank.

When we include reference to the governance

arrangements in broad consent we acknowledge the

importance of how future decisions will be made.

When we include an account of the general program

of research we acknowledge that in some contexts and

for some biobanks the type of research conducted will be

more focussed. For the broadest biobanks, like UK

Biobank and other population biobanks the program

of research may only be specifiable very generally if at

all. In such cases, the broad consent may include refer-

ence to the goals of the research that will be conducted

using the resources of the biobank or an account of

the institutional values and aspirations. Overall, I will

understand these four general kinds of consent contents

as being elements of broad consent.

I will take it here that the inclusion of an element of

consent to a process of governance is an important fea-

ture of broad consent though not, given the range of

definitions of governance, a necessary one. Crucially,

this element does not clearly separate broad consent

from open consent—we can easily imagine cases in

which there was a process of governance but that it

was so minimal as to permit almost any kind of research:

‘You give me your sample and I decide what research it

would best serve’. The underlying point here is that the

distinction between broad and open consent is probably

impossible to draw. My main concern in what follows

is to distinguish between narrow consent and the

range of consents between broad and open. I will have

something to say at the end of the last section about how

we might settle the kind of information that it

might appropriate to provide in the range of cases

between broad and open consent.

Unsurprisingly, broad consent is not an ideal term for

this process but it does make some sense. Arguably, the

sense the term makes is connected to the breadth of

research projects that are and will be included under

the auspices of the biobank. It is unclear however that

it does justice to the full and complex range of elements

mentioned above. In any case, I am more concerned

with the content of the kind of consent than with the

terminology. I am particularly concerned to distinguish

the category of broad consent, understood as described

above, from specific or narrow consent.

Informed Consent

Countless pages have been written about the nature and

justification of informed consent, the specifics of which

are not relevant here. On the standard understanding,

the important elements of informed consent are the pro-

vision of information, the voluntariness of the choice

and the competence of the chooser to make the choice—

so the potential research participant should be provided

with information relevant to the decision to participate,

they should be able to choose freely about their partici-

pation and they should be competent to decide
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(Allen and McNamara, 2011). There are two key elem-

ents of the standard account that are worth emphasizing

here. First, when we speak of obtaining informed con-

sent we are invoking a process in which the potential

research subject is, among other things provided with

information of various sorts about the research and

asked to make a decision about entering the trial

(Cambon-Thomsen, 2004). The emphasis here is rightly

on the decision, one way or the other, to be a part of the

research. Second, when considering the proper provi-

sion of information it is not enough that the prospective

research subject is given the information. There should

be some allowance or provision for understanding

(Allen and McNamara, 2011). What matters is that the

decision is informed by the relevant details of the re-

search and that the individual chooser comprehends

and assimilates them into their own set of values, desires

and preferences. Again, a good deal has been written

about the amount and specificity of the information

that is required—the material relevance requirement is

here intended to be a version of the subjective standard

of information provision (Hoeyer, 2008). In sum, it is

important to bear in mind that ‘giving informed consent

to X’ is in certain respects shorthand for ‘making a

decision, with appropriate understanding, to X’.

In the context of consent to participate in a biobank

much of the discussion revolves around the amount of

information that is given (and indeed can be given) to

prospective participants. The general worry is that the

details of the research are unknown at the time of

donation so the donor cannot be informed about the

precise nature of the research in which they (and their

samples) are involved. Importantly, at the time of

donation the information about future research is not

available and so cannot be disclosed (Allen and

McNamara, 2011). The research participant then, does

not know the relevant facts of the specific research and

so does not know to what they consent. This is the

fundamental objection to broad consent to participate

in a biobank (and one which the argument of this article

directly addresses).

The primary justification of the requirement to

obtain informed consent is respect for autonomy

(O’Neill, 2002; Beauchamp and Childress, 2008;

Kihlbom 2008). On the standard understanding of au-

tonomy as the capacity for self-governance, the general

idea is that an individual’s capacity to govern their own

life is of significant value and worthy of respect. That is,

we attribute moral worth to the individual’s ability to

determine the shape and course of their lives—from

the very general, ‘policy’ decisions to very particular

preferences and whims (Manson and O’Neill, 2007).

Since we attribute value to the capacity to make these

decisions, asking the individual to choose whether or

not to participate in research amounts to the proper

respect of this capacity. It is crucial that the capacity

that is being respected, the capacity for autonomy,

is a general decision-making one that applies just as

much to the very important ‘life’ decisions that a

person makes as it does to particular, local decisions

about daily life choices.

The moral obligation to obtain informed consent

can also be justified by appeal to a concern for the

welfare of the research participant. That is, by asking

the individual to decide whether to participate we

allow them assess and value the various risks and

benefits by their own lights, thus generally achieving

a better, more personalised assessment of the risk of

harm balanced against the potential benefits. However,

if we were primarily concerned with protecting people

from harm then sometimes, perhaps often, we would

ignore what they actually want precisely because it is

harmful (e.g. smoking, drinking, etc.). In the research

context, informed consent most clearly functions

precisely to enable individual participants to choose to

take on certain risks for the sake of the possible benefits

and according to their own plan of the course of their

lives (Edwards et al., 2004). Thus in research, the

requirement to obtain informed consent is not primar-

ily justified by the need for protection from harm or

risk of harm, but by the requirement that we respect

autonomy.

The Scope of the Choice

What is important about the respect for autonomy jus-

tification and the corresponding idea of self-governance

is that it does not specify anything about the scope of the

choices and decisions that an individual is entitled to

make about the way in which they govern their life.

Indeed ‘governing’ here involves ‘laying down laws’ to

oneself at all levels not just making first order decisions.

Indeed the various levels of choices that individuals

might legitimately and actually make can be seen in dis-

cussions of weakness of will and addiction. In particular,

the idea of second order desires to desire discussed by

Frankfurt and others provides us with clear examples of

precisely the kind of orders of decisions at issues here

(Frankfurt, 1971). A person may decide that they do not

want to eat cake and adopt a strategy which takes away

the possibility of choice or, more simply, they may

decide to decide not to eat cake any more. Two other

more complex examples of choices of this kind are
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career decisions and long-term relationship commit-

ments like marriage. One might argue that the kind of

choice that one makes in relationships like marriage is a

choice to commit—a choice to continue to choose in

particular ways. But even if this is not the case, the com-

mitment to a marriage looks like a decision about,

among other things, future choices. Moreover, these

decisions look to be perfectly normal and reasonable

decisions made by autonomous agents with full infor-

mation relative to the kind of decision being made.

Autonomy, here understood as self-governance, and

its moral significance entitles an individual to make

decisions, to make decisions about the kind of decisions

they make, to decide about the way in which they make

decisions and to decide not to make some decisions.

It is important to notice that these future-choice lim-

iting or determining choices are not necessarily liberty

restricting (Hofmann, 2008). In many cases, they simply

change the range and nature of the choices that the

individual will make. There are clearly cases where

autonomous decisions that individuals make do restrict

their future liberty. The case of Ulysses and the Sirens is

a pertinent one: Ulysses’ choice to be bound to the mast

restricted his liberty to act when he heard the Sirens

(Elster, 2000). Buying a house is an interesting example

here. In some cases buying a house can be liberty

restricting (no longer having the money or the same

degree of freedom to move) but it need not. I may

buy a house just because I wish to make a commitment

to living in a particular area and no longer wish to have

to make decisions about housing. These latter decisions

do not undermine my actual capacity for autonomous

decision making in the future irrespective of whether

they restrict my liberty. Instead the decision to

commit to living in area is an autonomous decision

about the kinds of decisions that I am prepared to

make in the future.

A useful way to see how the distinction between levels

of decision works in the case of biobank consent is to

consider an analogous case of broad consent. Fred is at a

restaurant with a number of colleagues. Without having

seen the menu, he gets called away to the telephone.

He asks one of his dinner companions to choose from

the menu for him. A brief discussion ensues about the

general kind of food that he would like and any imme-

diately obvious dietary or taste restrictions. Fred’s com-

panion orders his meal. Of course the idea is that Fred’s

decision is a perfectly ordinary one which plainly illus-

trates the exercise of autonomy and is analogous to

broad consent to participate in a biobank.

There are various ways in which we can adjust this

example to make it more specifically like broad consent

in the biobanks case: for example, the designated

companion might agree with Fred that he will consult

with the other companions in the process of deciding

(we could even suggest that in cases of dispute that all

companions will vote)—this parallels the idea of con-

sent to governance (Kaye 2004; Laurie 2009; Hunter and

Laurie 2009). Fred’s companion might also suggest

some mechanism for handling the case where he

orders someone that Fred doesn’t want: it might be

agreed that Fred can withdraw from the arrangement

and that the companion will eat the food or it will be

sent back—this parallels considerations about with-

drawal from a biobank and the mechanisms for doing

so (Eriksson and Helgesson, 2005). Finally, it might also

be in the (collective) interest of the whole party that this

person (or indeed any person) decides for Fred, in this

way the whole party can expect to eat sooner (Hansson

et al., 2006; Christensen 2009).

On the face of it then, there is nothing in the justifi-

cation of the requirement to obtain informed consent

that implies that the nature of the choice must be limited

or restricted. There is certainly nothing that requires

only specific consent—indeed, the idea that it could

require such a thing looks unintelligible. Further, there

are plenty of straightforward decisions that autonomous

people make regularly that are decisions about future

decisions that are analogous to the broad consent deci-

sion to participate in a biobank.

The Right Not to Know

Having made this very general claim, we can quickly see

that there might be some important exceptions. There

do look to be some kinds of choices that we generally

think individuals are unable to make autonomously or

at least, that give us pause for thought. The decision to

give up all future choices or to sell oneself into slavery,

look to be decisions that are in some way inconsistent

with the nature of autonomy, properly understood.2

We might also suspect that the concept of autonomy

is more closely connected to an idea of rational valuing,

so that there are some things that that one cannot

autonomously value (Rhodes, 1998; O’Neill, 2002;

Manson and O’Neil, 2007). On this view, decisions

that aim at the fulfilment of these goals cannot be

autonomous. One example that has received some

discussion in the literature is the decision to remain

ignorant about important genetic information about

oneself—say, whether or not I carry a specific gene for

a devastating disease, in the light of evidence that it is in

my family.
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Connecting this set of exceptions to the biobank

context is, I take it, the best hope for a defence of the

claim that broad consent is not informed consent. Such

a connection proceeds by claiming that the decision

involved in broad consent is just like the decision to

give up all future choices or the decision not to know

that I will develop a devastating genetic condition.

Understanding these exceptions and possibility of a

connection to the biobank context, involves reflecting

on the arguments about the existence of a right not to

know.

Much of the discussion about the existence of a right

not to know occurs in the context of personal genetic

information—hence, the right to genetic ignorance

(Wilson, 1998). The question in this literature is

whether it is justified to remain ignorant about certain

(presumably important) genetic information about

oneself. One immediate and perhaps relevant difference

here is that the genetic information and the ability to

retrieve it, already exists at the time of the choice. This is

very often not the case in biobanks (Allen and

McNamara, 2011). At the time of consent (just as at

the time of delegation in the restaurant case), the

actual research uses of the donated material are not

determined.

An initial form of the argument here is that auton-

omy requires information, so decisions made without

information are not autonomous and are not worthy of

respect.3 Someone who does not have the relevant

genetic knowledge cannot make autonomous decisions.

Of course, put in this way, the argument has the absurd

consequence that the restaurant case provides us with an

example of a non-autonomous decision.4 The argu-

ments here are more subtle that this suggests but there

does remain a puzzle about ordinary cases like the

restaurant case. Harris and Keywood point out that

‘patients should be provided with an appropriate level

of information to enable them to operate as rational

“choosers”’ (Harris and Keywood 2001: 422) where,

clearly, knowing important genetic facts about oneself

is taken to be an important part of being a rational

chooser.

There are two key arguments that are presented by

opponents of the right to genetic ignorance: (i) that

ignorance (and specifically this kind of ignorance) is

contradictory to autonomy and (ii) that autonomously

deciding to take certain risks is irresponsible (i.e. decid-

ing not to know certain things is irresponsible).5 Harm

to others is sometimes taken to a factor here, but we

must be careful about how it features in relation to the

arguments at issue here. Although it may be an import-

ant ethical issue in general, it is not relevant here because

such harms would be candidates to overrule autono-

mous decisions not to show that they were not

autonomous.

In terms of the irresponsibility of decisions to take on

certain risks, even if it can be shown that some decisions

fail to be autonomous on the grounds that they are

irresponsible, it is hard to see how these risks are

involved in the decision to participate in a biobank.

We should of course be careful here about the judge-

ment of responsibility. There might be certain situations

in which deciding not to decide is irresponsible but

where the decision is an autonomous one: autonomous

individuals can make irresponsible and yet autonomous

decisions.

So how might the contradiction argument play out?

There are interesting difficulties that arise from cases

like the deciding never to decide kind of case. The par-

ticular account of autonomy will in large part determine

what counts as contradictory. It is also a distinct

possibility that a contradiction is practically impossible.

It is hard to imagine how the decision never to decide

could be actualized without some liberty-limiting en-

forcement mechanism. But then the problem looks to

rest with the mechanism rather than the decision—we

ought not to limit our own decisions in this way

(cf. Suicide or slavery). But a problem with the mech-

anism is not a problem with the exercise of autonomy.

Instead, the contradiction argument reduces to the

irresponsibility claim—it is not that the decisions in

question fail to be autonomous, they fail to be worthy

of respect.

Any account should do justice to common intuitions

about or instances of what might count as rational

choosing. I take it that the restaurant case is one such

case. I also take it that this case points to a class of cases

where we legitimately and autonomously decide not to

decide or to defer decision. There are many other

examples where we adopt a policy that means that

others decide on our behalf (that is, without us having

full information about all decisions). Of course, this

does not rule out the idea that some decisions not to

decide do undermine our ability to be rational choosers

(selling oneself into slavery being one). I suspect that

there are various relevant criteria that might be helpful

here which guard against certain levels of harm and

against basic incoherencies and that these criteria that

are at issue in the debate about genetic ignorance. Broad

consent to participate in a biobank reaches neither of

these levels: it does not involve the levels of expected

harms or failures of obligation to others of the signifi-

cance of those being discussed in the genetic knowledge
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case and nor does it involve a basic inconsistency of the

kind involved in deciding never to decide.

Overall, the important distinction that I have sug-

gested here is that between kinds of decisions (or the

scope of the choice). This matters because if the deci-

sions are of a different kind then the knowledge that is

appropriately possessed by the decider in order to make

such decisions autonomously is also different. So it is

true that Fred cannot autonomously decide what to

order for dinner because he does not have the appropri-

ate information about the options. However the deci-

sion that matters here is of a different order—it is the

decision to delegate decision making (about what to

order). The information that is appropriately required

to make this decision an informed one is not the same as

the first order decision (deciding what to order). Here

the relevant information is about the designated com-

panion and the decision making process that will be

used.

The force of this distinction is that it avoids the debate

about the right not to know. The broad consent case is

not one where a right not to know is being asserted,

instead a different kind of decision is being made with

entirely the appropriate level of information to make it

an informed and so autonomous decision.

Objections

In this final section, I will consider two objections to the

account and justification of broad consent as informed

consent that I have outlined above. The first targets the

analogy between the restaurant case and broad consent

to participate in a biobank. The second suggests that my

arguments are too strong and equally justify open or

blanket consent.

The first objection targets the analogy between the

restaurant case and broad consent to participate in

a biobank. It might be objected that the restaurant

example is importantly different from the biobank

case and so cannot play the analogical role that I have

given it.6 The particular feature that is important here

and which undermines the analogy is the role of the

interests of the individual in each case. In the restaurant

example we presume that the designated companion

will choose an option that is, in his opinion, something

that Fred will like and perhaps would choose himself—

i.e. the designated chooser’s goal is centrally taken to

revolve around Fred’s interests. In the biobank context

this is not the case. Very clearly the biobank primarily

serves the public interest and if any other interests are

involved these are likely to include those of the

individual researcher accessing the biobank and,

depending on the governance arrangements, commer-

cial interests. The individual donor’s interests will be

served primarily insofar as they are included in the

public interest. Notice that in the restaurant case,

Fred’s interests may not always trump other consider-

ations. The designated chooser might decide against

ordering one of Fred’s favourite dishes, the soufflé, on

the grounds that it would delay everyone else’s meal.

Overall though, the point stands: the restaurant case is

to be distinguished from the biobank case because the

designated chooser is charged primarily with making a

decision that is in the interests of the absent individual.

There are two points to make in response to this con-

cern. First, this objection slightly misses the point of the

analogy. The main thrust of the example is to demon-

strate an overall kind of autonomous decision, namely,

decisions to allow others decide. So although the nature

of the decision to be made by the delegated chooser is

different, the decision to delegate is of the same form.

Moreover, the extensions to the restaurant case (which

make it closer to the biobank situation) illustrate the

kinds of information that might be important for the

agent’s decision to delegate. Second and perhaps most

importantly, it is unclear what follows about my argu-

ment from this observation. Even if we think that the

fact that the biobank-related decisions are ruled out

as unethical because they are not in the donor’s best

interests, this is distinct from claims about whether

the donor’s decision to participate was autonomous.

There are a whole range of motivations that an agent

may autonomously have only one of which is their own

best interests. I may for instance autonomously choose

to behave in a way that will benefit others or I may do

something because I think it is worthwhile or of value

independently of the consequences. In each of these

cases, my choice remains autonomous and, on the face

of it, worthy of respect. It may be, of course, that the

decision that I make is not in my best interests and may

be overruled on paternalistic grounds. What matters

here is that the decision made by the person delegating

their future decisions is motivated by something that

they value. Over and above this feature of autonomous

decision making, the role played by best interests is

separate from questions about the agent’s consent.

A second way in which the restaurant decision differs

from the biobank one is that the decision in the restaur-

ant case is a one-off decision but the biobank decision is

not. So when an individual agrees to participate in a

biobank there samples are used multiple times for dif-

ferent research projects. Thus the biobank case is more

akin to a case in which Fred agrees, for a certain
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membership fee, to be a part of a diners club in which he

will have no say in what food is served to him but where

he is given information about the committee making the

decisions and the kind of principles that govern their

decisions.7 Again this poses no problem for the analogy

properly understood. The restaurant case provides

an illustration of a kind of decision—the decision to

allow others to decide (or the decision not to

decide)—that can be autonomous and is dependent

on the provision of a different sort of information.

This dining club case alternative is another illustration

of the kind of decision with the details adjusted to fit

a different aspect of the biobank case.

A second objection claims that my defence of broad

consent is too strong—it justifies open or blanket con-

sent as well as broad consent. Indeed, it looks as though

any kind of consent follows from this argument. So

whereas I set out to show that broad consent is informed

consent, I have produced an argument that shows

that open or blanket consent can count as informed

consent also.

In responding to this objection, we first need to be

clear about the way in which the justifications function.

There is always the possibility that the individual can opt

out of taking in the information—by not reading it, by

not paying attention, or by bluffing in some way about

their knowledge. There is, to this extent, a certain

amount of liberty that is maintained in the consent

process irrespective of the kind of consent. Questions

about when we might be entitled to restrict an individ-

ual’s liberty in these cases will take us back to the issues

about the relationship between the obligation to respect

autonomy and the obligation to promote or to ensure

maximal autonomy—specifically, under what circum-

stances we are justified in preventing an individual

from exercising their liberty in this respect.

With this in mind, it is indeed true that the general

form of my argument applies equally to open or blanket

consent cases. That is, there do look to be cases where an

individual can autonomously decide to allow anything

at all to be done with their tissue. These will be cases

where for example the relevant details are of no signifi-

cance—say for a general type of research that the

individual wholeheartedly supports and where there is

complete anonymisation. Overall this is not surprising.

My argument is primarily one that shows that specific

consent is not the only morally legitimate form of

informed consent and as such it argues that broad

consent can be informed consent. I have not here been

concerned to separate morally broad consent from

open consent.

The argument that is required to show that broad

consent is preferable to or more justified than open

consent has a very different form and is outside the

scope of this article. However, the main issue is about

how biobank institutions ought to structure the consent

process rather than what forms of consent are legitim-

ate. The focus, then, is on what is a fair and legitimate

process would be all things considered. Part of this

argument will mimic the arguments given in the case

of specific consent for the level of information that is

required. So the information provided should include

all relevant information that is material to the decision

in questions—that is, the decision to allow someone else

to decide. The other part of the argument will involve

claims about how research should be conducted and,

specifically, governed, in our society. I take it that

there are substantial benefits to be accrued through

the conduct of research and that biobanking may well

assist in delivering these benefits. I also take it both that

individuals are largely capable of and entitled to make

their own decisions about participating in research but

that society has a responsibility to ensure that the insti-

tutions supporting research are constructed to provide

an appropriate degree of protection. These arguments

require special attention but together, in my view, they

form the outline of an argument which shows that broad

consent in preferable to open consent to participate

in a biobank.

Conclusion

In this article, I have argued for a view of the kind of

decision involved in consenting to participate in a bio-

bank that differs from a very significant proportion of

the literature on the ethics of broad consent. Typically,

the debate takes broad consent to be a lesser form

of consent largely because it is undertaken without

information about the specific research that will be con-

ducted using the biobank’s samples. This understanding

has led to a marked split in the literature. In generalized

terms, one side of this split maintains the over-riding

ethical importance of the principle of respect for auton-

omy and its requirement of fully informed consent.

Consequently, because broad consent is not fully

informed, it is ethically problematic. The other side of

this split broadly suggests that the principle of respect

for autonomy and its requirement of fully informed

consent can sometimes be justifiably weakened (or

sacrificed altogether) in cases of minimal risk and/or

significant public benefit. There is clearly scope for

disagreement here about the level of risk and the
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significance of the benefits associated with biobanks

and so whether the deficiencies of broad consent are

justified, but in principle such trade-offs can be ethically

legitimate. In short, both sides take broad consent to

be deficient.

The position articulated here suggests that broad con-

sent involves a different kind of decision, a decision to

allow others to decide, and correspondingly involves

a different sort of information from that required for

other kinds of decision. Broad consent, as described

here, provides the appropriate information for the

kind of decision involved and so counts as informed

consent for those decisions. Just as I am justified in

deciding to allow my dinner colleague to order my

meal for me, so, broad consent is an acceptable

form of consent to participate in a biobank. Even if

we do think that the nature of autonomy is such as

to make certain kinds of choices unintelligible or

autonomy-defeating, these will not extend to the deci-

sion involved in broad consent to participate in a

biobank.
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Notes

1. In what follows I refer to informed consent rather

than to valid consent. I take it that information pro-

vision (and hence informed consent) is one compo-

nent of valid consent and that valid consent is the

more accurate, morally significant term. However,

the literature on the topic of broad consent in

couched in terms of informed consent and, here,

the focus is primarily on the informational element

of the consent process.

2. I realize that that the more standard legal interpret-

ation of this is that the reason we cannot sell

ourselves into slavery is that we do not own our

bodies. This has always seemed an odd construction

when extended to ethics. Understanding this to

be a case where one cannot autonomously choose

seems more satisfactory and makes it more like the

decision to give up future choices combined with

the liberty-restricting enforcement of that decision.

Indeed one might think, contra Harris and Keywood

(2001), that what makes the decision to enslave one-

self problematic is not that contradicts autonomy in

some way but that involves the imposition of a

certain kind of liberty-denying enforcement. The

newly enslaved individual remains perfectly capable

of autonomous choice but is now denied the

freedom to exercise that ability. In this respect,

choosing slavery is distinct from choosing suicide

since in the latter the person ceases both to be

autonomous and to have the exercise of that ability

denied (because they are dead). The immediate

consequence of this is that one can on the face of

it consent to being enslaved. Such slavery would

then be wrong only when it ceased being

voluntary—that is, when the enslaved individual

autonomously chose not to accept the liberty

restricting sanctions and those sanctions continued

to be applied.

3. The principle of respect for autonomy implies an

obligation to respect autonomous decisions of

agents which in turn implies a right that one’s

autonomous decisions are respected. If a decision

is not autonomous then correspondingly there is

no right for that decision to be respected. If the

decision is to remain in ignorant of certain

facts and this is not autonomous, then, on this

argument there is no right for this decision to be

respected (Kihlbom 2008; Foster and Herring,

forthcoming).

4. The absurdity is generated by my original suppos-

ition that the Fred’s choice is both rational and

autonomous. I have indicated why this is a plausible

assumption to make, but it is of course possible to

bite the bullet and insist that Fred has not made

an autonomous decision.

5. Harris and Keywood (2001) insist that such

decisions are ‘inimical’ to autonomy but fail to elab-

orate on the ways in which this is case. It seems to

me that they may mean a combination of the two

mentioned.

6. Thanks to Christian Lenk for pointing out this

objection.

7. Thanks to an anonymous referee for this helpful

example.
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